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REPLICA TURNS MILK INTO CHEESE

HeZCo GeoxgZana and BZZZ;
Onee upon a £une Ma. Camexon toZd me about the onZy cheeie expexZment he eve/i made Zn 

a pyxamZd. It Zatted 35 dayt. So I pZaeed tome xaw mZZk Zn gZattet andex Zwo dZ^exent 
tZze pyxamZdt made ofc pottex-boaxd wZthoat batet. In about a week a 1/16” ZhZek tuxfa.ee 
deveZoped wZZh a ZZght bxownZth eoZox on top.

In Zwo weekt, eheete aecumuZated andexneath Zt, and a heavy eheeie odox wat appaxent 
at cM timu thMa.(,tvi. A^ZeA. uxtii dayi tktti «Wie 1/2" nuidnu.. I domed them 
ion (ttnui and then ate the dientet. They wenn detietoiu,'. The bnouin AM.{acu mtght 
have been ^nom the Augen Zn the mtlk.

On anothex oeeatZon, l pZaeed xaw mZZk, powdexed goaZ't mZZk toZuZZon, and a tmaZZ gZatt 
oß xaw exeam undex vaxZout pyxamZdt. Up to Zwo weekt, evexythZng wat the tarne at above. Then 
dZfaexent eoZoxed axeat appeaxed on the tuxfaeet ex.eept that otf the exeam. Gxay eobwebt wZth 
a gaazy appeaxanee gxew apwaxdt. I tcAaped gxowtht away and Zatted the eheete undexneath. 
It wat okay, to I Zet the pxoeett eonZZnae. The dZfaexenZ eoZoxed aAeat appeaxed agaZn. I 
xepeaZed the tcxapZng. By ZhÄt ZÄme, the natuxaZ pxoeestet had been xuZned. The gZatt o^ 
xaw exeam wat next to anothex gZatt wZZh gxowtht whZeh deveZoped noxmaZZy Znto xZeh exeam 
eheete.

The powdexed goat't mZZk deveZoped a exutty mountaZnout tan tuxfaee. Afaex awhZZe 
beautZfaZZy faxmed pZnk faowex peZaZt appeaAed and gxew about 3/4" hZgh Zn a tZaeked mannex. 
The eheete undexneaZh tatted faat.

BaxZZex ZhZt yeax I uted an oZd woxZd gZobe tphexe fax anothex "eheeteouZ". The hoZet 
at top and boZZom wexe eovexed wZZh ganze eZoth. Afaex two weekt I ZxZed to xemove tome o^ 
the fauZd, bat Zt wat dZfaZeuZZ. AfiZex awfuZe the odox Zn the gZobe had aequZxed a pZeat- 
anZ tmeZZZng eaxameZ axoma whZeh evenZuaZZy dZtappeaxed. The gZobaZ eheete 1/4" beZow the 
tuxfaee xemaZned waZexy. I aZe tome o£ the toZZd poxZZon. It wat okay. The watexy xetZ- 
due wat weak Zn ZatZe. At o£ now, I have xuZed out tphexet fax eheete makZng.

On ApxZZ 16, 1973, I tZaxZed anothex pyxamZd expexZment to tpeed up the pxoeettet.
I mounted a Zaxge gZatt o& xaw mZZk on a pedettaZ, {4 3/4" tZn can), about equaZ to 1/3 

the pyxamZd't ZntexZox aZtZtu.de and pZaeed Zwo tmaZZ magnett axbZtxaxZZy neax the 
bottom otf the pedettaZ. The pZan Zt to have the magneZZe enexgy Zxxltate Zhe pxZmoxdZaZ 
enexgy to a hZghex ZeveZ o£ aeZZvZty wZZhZn the xepZZea. WZZZ advZte you o£ Zhe xetuZtt. 
And I wZZZ keep Zn toueh. SZneexeZy, IxwZn Txent, TuttZn, CaZZfaxnZa.

EMANATIONS FRON CRYSTAL FORNS
Though minerals are considered inorganic, not matter, among living things, they produce eman- 

ations. All electrons in an atom contain energy. Are, then, some minerals not also producers 
of form, free-energy?

Light, a wave-like form of energy usually vibrates in planes perpendicular to its line of 
movement. Controlled, polarized light is limited to Vibration in a single plane, an exception.

Ultra-violet light alters the orbits of electrons around their nuclei, in some minerals, 
thus producing visible fluorescence and phosphorescence.

Crystals in the Tourmaline group produce electrical properties when put under pressure or are 
subjected to heat. The diagram Shows what happens when a crystal is mounted on a specimen plat- 
form below the apex of a pyramid model. The Aurameter outlines an invisible, but inverted, 
reproduction of the upright pyramid replica.

The question is ...: Does the pyramid energize or alter the atomic 
activity within the crystal or vice versa? Perhaps we have an interesting \
interaction between the two forms suggesting further research.

JOHN CAMPBELL JR. and HIGH MAGIC

In 1957, the brilliant editor-researcher, 
John Campbell, published an amazing story in 
astounding science-fiction. Apparently, without 
the use of wire and the usual components of 
electronic circuitry, Campbell made his own 
symbolic Version of the Hieronymus Box, 
simulated the Circuit diagram unit on white 
paper with ink and connecting nylon threads. 
The Instrument, according to Campbell, 
worked. Those tested, were able to hold an 
attached metal rod and physically, mentally, 
and psychically tune in on the vibrational 
frequency of various metal substances.

Now this discovery poses a pyramid-full of 
provocative questions. Campbell had actually 
reduced some portions of a three-dimensional 
instrument's power-center down to a 
two-dimensional pattern. The results suggest 
energies travel with, possibly, equal force in 
two dimensions as would be expected in 
three-dimensions.

Had he re-drawn, or traced with 
upside-down carbon paper, an opposite (left 
hand) duplication of the symbolic pattern, 
would it have made any difference? If Campbell 
had turned the Circuit diagram (symbolic 
pattern) over, with the opposite side up, would 
it have remained a two-dimensional schematic? 
The opposite side of the symbolic tracings, if 
flipped over, would have to pass through 
three-dimensional space in the process. Would 
this action give it new three-dimensional power 
and identity?

Certainly the pyramid replica is a powerful 
symbolic form and free-energy accumulator. 
Can we somehow psychically Charge and 
symbol ize a two-dimensional drawing to 
produce the desired result? It has been said that 
magic isn't dependent on matter, but rather on 
form or pattern. Maybe we're not dealing with 
magic after all A

ed note: An approximate reproduction of 
the Circuit diagram used in John W. 
Campbell, Jr.’s symbolic Hieronymus 
machine appears on page 4 of this issue.

tuxfa.ee
aZtZtu.de
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WOOD INTO STONE

What couid the building of the Great 
Pyramid of Giza have in common with 
the Bruneiieschi-designed dorne on the 
cathedra! of Florence, itaiy? An 
astonishing answer has been suggested by 
Miss Ellen Morrison of New York City, a 
researcher into stone construction as 
accompiished up to the seventeenth 
Century A.D. She beiieves these 
magnificent edifices, separated in time 
by, perhaps, three thousand years, couid 
have been constructed by means of the 
same methods. Unbeiievabie? Miss 
Morrison's thorough and intense research 
into stone construction has led her to 
believe that ancient artisans were experts 
in Converting wood into stone by a 
process requiring some twenty or more 
years, one that nature requires hundreds 
of years to accompiish.

This dedicated and perceptive re
searcher bases her postuiations on a com- 
bination of extant paintings, frescoes,
notes, and records left by artists 
Leonardo da Vinci, Bruneiieschi, Vasari, 
Domenchino, Bruegel, and many others. 
A paper she has organized and written, 
"The Enigma of Ancient Stone Construc
tion", documents these and expiains her 
conciusions thoroughiy and fascinatingly.

In short, Miss Morrison expiains that 
stone construction, an extremeiy impor-
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FOURTH DIMENSION REACHOUT p

DOWSING AURIC EMANATIONS 
*
* When we first met, Verne Cameron initiated me into a subtle phase of Dowsing. I was cautious in 
H acceptance, yet half wanted to believe, when he told me he couid outline my aura.

I watched the old master bring the tip of his AURAMETER within a few inches of my body. The far 
F3 end of the instrument leaned out as though pushed by a steady flow of air. Cameron didn't find much 
H energy pushing out below my knees. I was relieved to hear this was not unusual.
el As Cameron brought the AURAMETER upward, defining the auric outline from my arms, he 

encountered what he termed: "The more highly concentrated energy fields in the head and shoulder 
* area." The Dowsing device iiterally danced as the pointer passed my right temple. I asked him what 
ff happened. Without answering, the Master Locator, facing me, brought the AURAMETER up and parallel 
M with the floor, and placed the tip alongside my right temple. The device bent sharply left, floating out and 
* reaching a point about four feet from my head where it straightened into its normal forward Position. As 
* Cameron worked the AURAMETER out further - perhaps a few inches more - it then bent back the

tant architecturai factor historicaiiy, 
began with modeiing actuai-size wood 
blocks to the needed forms. Then these 
were covered entireiy with dirt, tamped 
inside and out so that burning or decom- 
posing left cavities into which stone-laden 
water couid be forced. The deposits thus 
left were destined to become stone Just as 
petrified forests have resulted when 
mineral-rich water inundates dirt-covered 
trees. The whole process of stone-making 
required approximately twenty-five years 
from the time the wood forms were 
assembied until the dirt "molds" couid be 
removed. None of this couid be accom
piished very well without the dose prox- 
imity of a "hard" water or stone-bearing 
river such as the Seine in France, the 
Arno in itaiy, or the Nile in Egypt. . .

There are accounts pertaihing to the 
abdity of fifteenth Century Leonardo to 
make use of stone-laden water, con- 
troiiing its entry and ieaving buiidings 
under construction. (Actuaiiy it was not 
until he invented devices for stone-cutting 
powerfui enough for the big jobs that 
cutting and mortar replaced the ancient 
methods and in so doing greatly reduced 
the time involved.) Miss Morrison con- 
dudes there is reason to believe that 
Bruneiieschi, great architect that he was, 
must have been aware of the old conVer
sion method and used it to construct the 
magnificent "duomo" in Florence. He 
couid have first built the model of wood, 
then covered it with clay as a mold before 
firing it to leave the necessary cavities 
into which the Hmestone waters of the 
Arno were forced.

Research yielded to Miss Morrison 
the fact that the ancient Egyptians had 
divided "stone-making" into two parts: 
first; the "preparation" of making and 
placing the wood parts, and second; the 
"erection" which was forcing stone-laden 
water through the openings by means of 
hydrauiies the use of which these people 
understood and manipulated expertly.

Two other items strongly substanti- 
ated her conviction, then, about the 
Great Pyramid's construction. One of 
these is the fact that "Pyra" means fire,

Continued on page 3

other way in the direction of my right temple again.
Finally, the Dowsing mentor explained that this 

bürst of energy was most likely sending a telepathic 
beam. He found a similar thrust from my left temple 
and told me this was a common occurrence. "But in 
most cases subjects measured usually produced the 
telepathic beam from one side or the other," he said, 
and less frequently some people produced a strong 
side-emanation with a feeble force-field issuing from 
the opposite temple." Cameron also delineated a 
twenty-two inch telepathic beam emanating forward 
from my left eye but no perceptive ray extending out 
from the right. This was to be expected he said, as 
he'd never found an exception with hundreds of 
persons tested.

I was even more delighted to find I had a halo — 
a doughnut-shaped disc beginning about four inches 
above my head. It was approximately six feet in 
diameter at the time and four or five inches thick. 
"The hole in the middle above your crown," he said 
"permits the silver cord to pass upward and through 
for an unmeasured distance."

Cameron further detected a two-foot bulge 
outward from my ehest and, just below, a larger 
balloon-shaped emanation bulging forward from the 
solar plexus area. He suggested these were emotional 
beams, and added he would outline many more for me
another time.

We ended the session with Cameron inscribing a 
thin, invisible, triangular-shaped form projecting out 
from the back of my head. He labeled this ghost-ray, 
"the telepathic receptor fin," and it was something 
over a foot long. Then, with a farewell pass, Verne 
Cameron had me stand still while he traced out 
eighteen-foot wing — energy patterns protruding 
direetly out from my shoulder blades. "They usually 
measure from eight to fourteen feet," he told me. By 
that time I thought Cameron must surely be "putting 
me on" or I was most certainly ready for flight. But 
then he let me try the AURAMETER on his auric 
field. Well, l've been measuring auric wings ever 
since ... I

In the intervening years l've come across 
numerous references to these auric charges in mystical 
and occult literature and art works as seen or 
suggested by clairvoyants. Though there are occasional 
variations, l've found satisfying assurance that 
Cameron had awakened in me a deep sense of 
"feeling" for these subtle, etheric fields generally 
limited to those gifted with astral vision A

NOW AVAILABLE ...
Six BACK ISSUES, Collector's 
Annual of P/RAMIP GUIPE NEWS
LETTER, goZ^eAed "PeA^eeZ BZnd” 
ctndeA one. coveA. $3.75 (PaZcc 
ZncZade^ pozSZage. and NandZZng) 
CaZZjjOAnZani add 5% Sa£e4 Tax.

EL
CARISO PUBLICATIONS, P.O. 
Box 176, Elsinore, Calif. 92330
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CApsroNes... I CLIPS-. COMMENTSn
ÖUOTESi AND LEITERS ■

Art Jones NOXIOUS EARTH RAYS: Jones says sleep zs zmposszble above Underground seegage. Interested in BIO ENERGY. Experirrenting with eertain min-
erals - blue stone, the "Lapis Lazulz", affectzng dream-eonsciousness when worn over the base of the neck during sleep, Jones believes the stone stim- 
ulates the psychic center located there. "This stone was considered sacred by Egyptians", he says, "It probably sets up a molecular Vibration of that 
particular substance and resonates in frequency with the throat chakra. Perhaps other stones will stimulate the other psychic centers (szx), as well", 
he adds. "Imagine boosting all man's centers at one time. Perhaps this was the idea behind Aaron's breastplate mentioned in the old testament." 
Jones THE ENERGY OF CRYSTALS AND STONES: Jones also has large crystal (quartz) from Crystal Mountains, Arkansas. Interested in charging drinkable 
Solutions with energy effect given off by apex and butt end of crystals. He can clearly discern the energy by placing palm of hand close to crystal 
ends. The apex gives off a pleasant cool breeze, and the butt end (base) causes a dulling, paralyzing, tingle effect that is definitely accumulative. 
The apex energy seems cheerful and exhilarating while force from the butt end seems disrupting in nature. Jones says he's also interested in combining 
Reich's Organ aeaumulator, using alternate layers of ergänze and inorganic materials.

Ernest J. Taylor THE LQDESTONE: Sees szgnzfzcance in shape of gold grystal resembling lodestone. Wonders about these forms when used by the 
ancient alchemists trying to mdke gold. y/|\. note; (We've received at least a dozen letters commenting on the lodestone's similarity to
two joined pyramids.) \J/ RE-LQCATING THE GREAT PYRAMID: Taylor wonders what effect wouid occur if the Great Pyramid were
to be ereated on the equator due to the lower energy projeetions into the earth. (antipode on the other side of the earth?) Wouid downuard pro-
jections from corners align with stars and Systems below as above? "as above so below" (Hermes)
Dulcie Brown HIPPEN CHAMBERS: Dulcie says archeologists might find a time-capsule by digging under the Great Pyramid to reveal many things about
the first evolution which reached its zenith in

THE WIRE PYRAMID

In other tests, it has been proved 
that the cone-form must be made of 
metal or covered with a metal substance 
to be effective. This is not true of the 
Pyramid replica which seems to rely 
mostly on form rather than material.

Some amazing results have been 
achieved with ordinary wire structures.
SURFACES LACKING

This takes us back to the question: How 
does the energy of form operate either from 
within or outside, without a hard surface to

Edenie times.

STRANGE SOUNDS

Sir W. Siemens, a British inventor, stood in 
amazement atop the great Pyramid of Gizeh, 
watching sparks issue from the raised fingers of 
his Arab guide. He claimed the phenomenon 
produced a distinct ringing sound.

Over two hundred years ago, Nathaniel 
Davidson, the British Consul-General in Algeria, 
stood in the grand gallery of the great Pyramid 
and noted the stränge resonance in echoes 
reverberating from his voice.

Jessie Weiler, a Hemet, California Psychic, 
says she frequently hears a faint hum issuing 
from the Pyramid replica in her home.

PYRAMIDIA (continued)
and the second is a Statement by 
Herodotus, Greek historian, that the 
Great Pyramid had been buüt "from the 
top down"...

Because the summer soistice always 
heraided the Niie's annuai fiood time, and 
because the Position of Giza's Grand 
Gallery placed it to act as a tube admit- 
ting the first rays, Miss Morrison visuai- 
izes a fire (Pyra) at its top wouid play a 
most important part. This wouid be to 
draw the Hme-iaden waters from the Nile 
up into the Great Pyramid until they

contain or act as conductor for the moving 
rays? We've noticed the cone-coil form 
produces similar anomalies. Are invisible shields 
or walls formed to follow the skelatel outline 
established by the pyramidal wire shape? Can it 
be the symbolic representation of its form 
creating the power?

THE ANTENNAE

An Escondido resident attending a recent 
lecture made this comment: "Some of us 
already have the makings of a wire pyramid 
atop our homes. Examine your T.V. antenna 
guide wires. They may not be in perfect 
symmetry, but if they reasonably suggest a 
pyramid shape, you may have something going 
up there." And well you may . . .

For example: The T.V. antenna pipe

CONE-COIL RAYS ALIKE

The Chatterson flat coil apparently 
issues the same type energy produced by 
the Cameron cones. A single 
six-inch-diameter, flat coil projects a 
measurable energy field.

Since the coil emanations are similar, if 
not identical, to the cone-rays, the grids can be 
built up in series (one atop the other) to form 
the cone shape.

By increasing the coil's area of influence, 
(that is stacking and inter-connecting the grids 
in diminishing sizes to the apex), the devices's 
beaming power appears to increase. The 
mounted coils, thus connected in series, tend to

slowly ebbed or were pumped out — 
leaving the Urne deposits behind. And 
when the "stepped" pyramid of wood to 
stone was complete, waters were left in 
the Grand Gallery by a plug at its end so 
that, by capillary action, they seeped 
upward gradually to convert the white 
oak wood casing "stones" into iimestone.

Edward J. Kunkel in Pharaoh's 
Pump has made a real case for the Great 
Pyramid being both constructed by, and 
utiiized for, hydraulics, and with this Miss 
Morrison heartily concurs.

if wood-to-stone and hydraulics 
seem far fetched as buüding techniques 
for the Great Pyramid, for great domes,

Standard itself becomes a maypole. Under 
eertain conditions the maypole alters the 
force-field issuing from the Pyramid form.

AN AUDIBLE HUM

"High winds can set the guide wires 
vibrating and presently they begin to hum", 
says our Escondido friend, "the wind-induced 
strumming heard whining or purring in my 
home is one thing; but what of the sound that 
vibrates through the roof and walls of the house 
when there's no wind?"

show a gain in power Output.
These cone-coil forms pose a new mystery 

though. The emanations, dowsed over the 
cone's sides upward to its tip and beyond, 
suggest the lines of force build up along the 
cone's external surface. The mounted coils 
don't have a continuous surface area as such. 
The results appear to be the same, lending 
credence to the theory that the energy is 
accumulated and flows in Straight lines from 
base to apex according to the cone-form rather 
than to follow the coil's expected spiral surface.

and for Gothic spires, further detaüs to 
come will serve to ciarify their magical 
aichemistic simpHcity A

Banjo" METRIC SCALE APPARATUS

Cha-vw

"Banjo" METRIC SCALE APPARATUS: You saw an Illustration of the BOVIS-BRUNLER BIO
METER in the #6 Issue of Pyramid Guide. The Banjo device presented here is a simi- 
lar type Dowsing Machine. A mounted pendulum Swings above the clock-like, radfus 
diagram. Metrie scale readings with thumb, pointer or sliding block along 0* to 
100° rule provides Dowser with intensity of answer sought. Pendulum movement change 
from oscillation to gyration, or vice-versa,decides moment Dowser notes scale reading.

«A/tth. ■Poi-nte.K'

Ge.Tbtc.T- Ä pot



IN AND OUT OF PYRAMID PARALLELS
Through continued experimentation, we 

learn of new and striking correlations occurring 
in pyramid replicas and between the seemingly 
unrelated events outside. These reiationships 
deserve further investigation. Consider the 
following:

In some cases the bodies of levitating or 
highly evolved saints and Holy men appeared to 
be incorruptible after death. A director at 
Forest Lawn Cemetery recently certified that 
the Indian mystic, Paramahansa Yogananda's 
body was still well-preserved twenty days 
following his transition. One explanation 
suggests the intesification of PRANA (psychic 
energy) attained through deep and responsive 
meditation, holding one's body in high and 
refined vibrational States even beyond cessation 
of physical life, presumably raising the remains 
above the expected levels of decay and 
disintergration invariably expected following 
death.

Since we know the hand and arm will 
levitate when placed inside a small pyramid 
replica, can there be a significant relationship 
between anti-gravity activity and the apparently 
preserved condition of the bodies of levitating 
saints after death? The PRANA and energy of 
form somehow are interrelated?

Consider again Nikola Tesla's suspicions 
following his high-energy loop experiments; 
that human cells functioning as condensors, are 
capable of absorbing limitless amounts of 
energy. The levitating hand, body, or object, 
for instance, may become an energy 
accumulator when placed within another form 
such as the pyramid replica. Some mysterious 
sub or super-conscious direction of the will 
manifests while the subject is in an intense, 
emotionally altered state of consciousness. The 
concentrated flow of psychic energy through 
the saint's body, a form in itself, could achieve 
levitation naturally. Does not, then, the 
free-energy developed in the pyramid replica 
possibly reproduce the same effect artificially?

The pendulum and dowsing rod quickly 
gyrate when held above pyramid prototypes. 
This movement conforms to the known 
vortexial action of pyramid free-energy flowing 
upward from the ridges and apex. Witnesses 
reported seeing the exalted Saint Joseph of 
Cupertino rising in a vertical, upright, spiralling 
motion before a Holy statue - both levitating 
face-to-face in a whirling vortex - rising some 
distance above ground. There are legions of 
"Pyramid Buffs" who believe the Great 
Pyramid was constructed at least partially with 
the aid of levitation.

Valerie Ann Olin, of Park Ridge, Illinois, 
writing recently of her experimentation with 
four evenly-spaced pyramid replicas, said: "In 
my exterior vortex mediation research, l've had 
the feeling that if I remained in the free-energy 
field long enough, my entire person would 
probably levitate."

"How long a necessary period of charging 
this would involve, l'm unable to determine at 
this time," she added.

Returning to the mummification process:
Ponder the rapid dehydration of organic 

matter placed under miniature models 
patterned after the Great Pyramid of Giza. The 
absence of decay is readily apparent within a 
few days. And what of the, as yet undiscovered, 
superior mummification techniques developed 
by the ancient Egyptian masters? Was the 
pyramid form a contributing factor? Or was 
there a high degree of psychic energy involved? 
Maybe both . . .

There are spiritual healers who channel 
energy forces from their fingertips or hands to 
produce the desired result. Kirlian and other 
sophisticated photographic methods verify the 
existence of unusually powerful radiations 
emanating from the hands of these healers.

A woman in Bordeaux, France, was 
studied by doctors, Clarac and Claquet. They 
noted her unusual ability to mummify living 
tissues by holding her hands above specimens. 
Fish, poultry, and animal organs were 
dehydrated without any signs of decay. She was 
also able to stop wine fermentation and 
desiccation of flowers while preserving their 
color. The woman successfully mummified the 
corpse of a deceased canary in five days. Other 
spiritual healers have demonstrated similar 
abilities suggestive, again, of the powerful and 
invisible forces of PRANA at work.

We have received two independent reports 
of free-energy researchers claiming the ability 
to sharpen razor blades by merely wiping the 
cutting edges between their moist thumb and 
index finger. In both cases, the men showed 
visible signs of abundant vitality. Doesn't it 
seem proper, then, to suggest that PRANA or 
psychic energy operates in bodies and 
substances in a remarkably high vibrational 
state? This heightened, vital condition creates a 
new climate within - incompatible with lower 
organisms normally flourishing in an 
environment conductive to decay a __

Page, q
SQUARE SIDE NORTH . . . We still 
receive inquiries asking if one should 
align the corner of his pyramid 
replica to Celestial or magnetic north. 
For Optimum results always Position 
your model with the same panel on a 
north-south axis.

ALUMINUM and chipboard, foil- 
covered Pyramid replicas. Quality 
craftsmanship by Lakeland Elec
tronics. Base sizes (5"x5"), (8"x8"), 
and (12"x12"). Levitation and Medi
tation prototypes available. Also 
witness pendulums, metal cones, and 
Ray gun. Write for free catalog % 
THE PYRAMID GUIDE, P.O. Box 
176, Elsinore, Ca 92330.

ADVANCED civilizations living in 
caverns beneath the earth’s surface? 
An incredible idea . . . But read the 
comments by world authorities, 
Thomas Allen Le Vesque and Mary 
Story, as they present convincing 
evidence in their dynamic, monthly 
newsletter, "The Hollow Hassle". For 
information write to: TAL, P.O, Box 
126, Beverly Hills, Ca 90213.

You want it . . . ?
SPECTRUM has it ... I Inside re
ports on Psi forces, Yeti, and 
Sasquatch expeditions. Winged 
things, hostility cases, MIB data, and 
UFO phenomena. Membership in 
"The Spectrum Quarterly Journal" — 
$4.00 Yearly. Write to Joan 
O'Connell, 109 South Drive, 
Cooperas Cove, Tex 76522.

WORDS OF WISDOM from a great 
mind represented as "Cosmic 
Librarian" of our galaxy. A most 
unique experience in our time. Sun- 
day night sessions in the office of Jon 
Cox, President, American Society of 
Hypnosis — 6331 Hollywood Blvd. — 
Suite 224, Hollywood, Ca 90028 - 
(213) 462-4867,

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED READ
ING . . . Perceptive, provocative 
articles about the known and the 
unknown. Read "The Psychic 
Observer", Journal of Spiritual 
Science, Henry Nagorka, Editor- 
Publisher, Box 8606, Washington 
D.C. 20011.

PUT IT ON YOUR CALENDER 
NOW! AN ENLIGHTENING 12 DAY 
EVENT . . . See you at the Second 
International Festival of Yoga and 
Esoteric Sciences in London, August 
3rd—14th.

Campbell’s symbolic pattern, somewhat 
'represented here, may be the iower-level design not 
apparent when looking into the Hieronymus Box, 
or patent descriptions.

THE CALIFORNIA SCENE
A magazine featuring Talas of the Super
natural, myths and legends of the old west, 
including Articles by Bill Cox

Vol. 1. Exploring the Psychic Realm
Vol. 2. Voice-Tape Phenomena
Vol. 3. Psychometry
Vol. 4. Clairvoyant Vision

Write for information to: 
The California Scene, Editorial Dept.

33270 Little John Way, Elsinore, Calif., 92330

COMING IN OUR #8 NEWSLETTER: 
°°° FEATU R. ES 000 

Pyramid replica alters aura 
Feeling for auric emanations 
Sharpening the razor (blade) 
Living in a Pyramid 
Energy from other forms 
Pyramid food tastes better 
The human Pyramid 
The cone cyclotron - Great 
discoveries from Verne 
Cameron's notebook, and many 
other unique features.



“•LEITERS”
Joan and 1 gncatZy cnjoy "The. Pynamdd Guide". EspccdaZZy InZeAesZlng Ts The. paZe.nZda.1 

cxpenlmenZ uZTZlzlng a QaanZz CnysZal cu The. pynam.cd ncpZcca’s capsZonc. I am conßddcnZ 
ZhaZ ncsuZts would ceAZadnly be. mosZ cxactcng - when Zhls aspe.cZ Is coupZe.d wTZh using The. 
ZAaveZ-aZanm clock. w-cZhdn The pynamld. 1 have nesoZvcd To peA^oJm Zhls expendmenT once. I 
have secuned some quanZz. cnysZal. you. have any ne.comme.nded sounces, please advlse, along 
wTZh yoan sendlng me pZease a caZalog o& yoan o^eAed vanleZy o^ ^abnccaZed pynamdds.

I wnoZe Vn. HleAonymus some yeans ago ['69, 1 Zhlnk) on mone Than one occaslon; no answeA. 
AT any nette, I'd appnecdaZe yoan. commenX conceAnlng The devdee somewhaZ nemoZely (I empha- 
sdze’.) AesembZlng The Vnown [ne Vn. Ruth Vnown) devdee. R-cley Cnabb o^ BSRA, VlsZa, CaZlfa.) 
send me some mosZ InZeAesZlng pZans ^on. consZnucZdon o^ The anatogon nesonant tfneqaency 
type opeAaZlng TnsZnumenZ.

The Lakhovsky MuZZl~wave OsclZlaZon ds Zckewlse a Zong-nange goal oß mlne to budld. 
I'd veny mach appneelaZe being puZ Tn Touch with one yoan. neadens, Ma. Gany Mitchell o£ 
Inest Los Angeles, Caldfionnla, coneenndng hds M(VO pnojecZ. I do Zhlnk. thene Ts de&dndtely some 
basds ßon one's sapposdng that Relch's Ongone enengy ds analogous [Identdeal?) to the pynamld 
enengy - and posslbly The Lakovsky MWO enengy. Vo yoa suppose that a sa^lcZently hlghly- 
chaAged AURAwould Zckewdse, say a healen' s auAa, be the enengy-medlum to cause heallng? 
Pat and Joan O'Connell 109 So Vnlve Coppenas Cove, Texas

In addlUon to the podnts mentdoned dn my ZeZZeA 1 have also obZadned some extnemeZy 
Zange clean quanZz cnysZals £nom CnysZal Moantadn, Ankansas, and I'm dnZenesZed dn chang- 
dng dndnkable Solutions wTZh the enengy e^ecZ g-cven ofifi by the apex and buZZ end o^ the 
cnysZals. This enengy Ts cleanly dTscennlble by holding the palm the hand dose to 
the CAystaZ ends. The apex o£ the cnysZals gtves ofä a pleasant cool bneeze-llke e^ect 
and the butt on base ofi the cnysZals gtves ofifi a dullLng, panatdzlng, tingle e^ect that 
Ts de^lnlZely camalaZdve. The enengy finom the apex seems cheenfiuZ and exxZenatdng while 
the £once ^nom the butt end seems dlsnuptlng Tn natuAe....... Slncenely, Ant Jones,Cedan
Raplds, Iowa.

The VERNE L. CAMERON noteboolz GREAT PISCOVERIES

THE COKE-CYCLOTRON
Düring experiments, Verne found 

new ways to increase the energy 
emissions from the cone-apex by 
covering the large end. Later on he 
built a cone-cyclatron (a series of six 
interconnected cones-see Illustration) 
and mounted it in a tree next to his 
home. The cyclatron greatly increased 
the invisible force. The accumulated 
rays were then directed through a 
specially-designed, glass-iron ray-gun.

Eventually I hung six 
aluminum closed-base 
twenty-two-inch cones in a big 
tree behind my home. A single 
wire bled the energy off the apex 
of each attached to the base of 
the next one. This kept the 
energy in a circuitious route, as 
each one gathered more energy 
and fed it into the Circuit. The 
surplus energy was then led 
down another wire to a common 
copper mesh kitchen scouring 
pad.

At first I used the cones with 
the bottoms open, but later I 
discovered that ONE cone with a 
thin aluminum sheet covering the 
bottom was approximately as

powerful as the three with open 
bases. I also found the cone need 
not be out of doors but could be 
hung fairly high up on the wall, 
inside the house.

The length of the conducting 
wire is not important, (the 
current is not anxious to leave 
it). Neither is the wire size 
important.

In one case-test I hung a cone 
on the garden fence and ran the 
wire to, and along, under a row 
of radish seeds — half the length 
of the row. The seeds NOT over 
the buried wire came up 
normally and grew well, but 
those planted over the wire 
nearly all failed. The few 
surviving plants soon wilted or 
did not develop. I never repeated 
this test. Someone should carry 
on to see what effect this force 
has on plant life, good or bad. A 
little later on I plan to make 
more extensive tests of the 
cone-ray as a means of great 
improyement in land surveying.
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" LEASING IS REMEMBERW. Symbols - NatuAaZ Magdc 
& "The PeA-^onm-dng o^ S-p-hene-s". An Adept Ts one 
u)h"om” MASTERS the Polens otf .. thedA own SouZ Matone 
and bAdngs them dnto penfiect HARMONV. No penson can 
even attadn dt ^on anothen. OnZy the Path [Pnocess] 
teaddng towands ReaZdzatdon can be totd.

The qaest ^on "SeZ&" (SdmuZtaneously Pnesent ReaZd- 
ty) ds budZt anound a SpdnZtaaZ {once. The powen that 
hoZds togetheA ALL FORM.

Enengy fionms "bdnd togetheA" SpdnZt and Matten. 
Ponm ^olZows £unctdon dn Natune, and EneAgy de^dnes the 
^onms. Ponms one expnessdons o^ and VehccZes ^on the 
Enengy.
Symbols and Signs one models [In abstnact] o^ Reality. 

A Symbol ds an dntdmate neMINVen o£ what dt nepnesents 
In the Mind. Wdth the use o^ symbols many encnoachlng 
thoughts one dnlven away and gneaten concentnatdon ds 
thus penmdtted.

A Symbol can neveaZ centatn aspeots o& neaZZty. 
*EVERVTH1NG IS A SVMWL, EVERYTHING IS AN EVOCATION OF 
ANOTHER REALITY. [Vlvensdty Tn ünlty)

Models de-slgn-ed ^on use o^ the hdghen-level meehan- 
dsm dn oua mind will enable oun Intetllgenee to ^unctlon 
dn anothen "State". [To assdmdZate and absonb the uZtl- 
mate neaZdty o^ things.) Manipulation tnvolvdng at the 
time Matten, Enengy, and Mind. [Mathematdeal - Psyeho- 
PhysleaZ Reality).

The UNIVERSE ds a gneat seqaenee o^ sdmdZans decAeas- 
tng In Magnltu.de, as we deseend the ondeAS o£ Zc^e.
Fnom the Hlghest to the Lowest, ONE pnlncdple and ONE 
LIGHT ds mand^estdng thnough the SYMBOLTCAL PATTERN,

Alt £oams dne budZt up by pnoeesses o^ NatunaZ Georn- 
etny. The hey to Fonm ds dn teAms o£ basde pattenns, 
enengdes bedng bound to ThedA ^onmal equdvaZents. The 
natunes o£ thdngs depend upon aonangement o£ thedA pants 
and NOT upon the basde natune o^ these pants themsetves. 
[Example: Tnlangle as ^oAm does not depend upon the qual- 
dty o^ the mateAdals whdeh compose It).

The compound paZtenn ((iJonZd-Undvense) Ts eonstantly 
changdng. One pattenn {lows dnto anoZhen Zdke the ehan- 
gdng desdgns dn a kaldedoseope. Enengdes ane neleased 
by eonvensdon otf Rays. The angles at whdeh these Aays 
meet detenmdne the quallty whdeh wTZZ be neleased.

Tnansmdssdon otf ddeas ane neeonded dn Symbols. (Col
ons - Geometndcal Fdgunes - Numbens). The enLIGHTENEV 
Mdnd can masten dntAdcate symbolde pnoblems. By usdng 
vanlous shapes, sounds, and eolon eombdnaZdons TZ Ts 
possdbZe to modd^y the TmpuZsdveness o^ Consedousness 
and connect dds-ondens o^ Zhe body. TAL 
Thomas Allen LeVesque, Eddton-PubZdshen "HoZZow HassZe”, 
P.O. Box 126, BevenZy Hills, Ca 90213

Regaräing the news article warning not to fly over the 
pyramids because of the upward flowing rays from the 
apex, there may be a similar phenomenon off the coast 
of the Carolinas on our Atlantic seaboard. A gentle- 
man who used to live near that area and who is now 
working at the A.R.E., said that all planes and boats 
were diverted from this spot because their direction 
devices were always disoriented, and if they did Ven

tura there, they were invariably lost. He spoke as if 
it were fairly common knowledge to easterners.

Mrs. Robergta Jansen 
Kalla Kalla, Washington

aspe.cZ
Magnltu.de
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